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If Getty Museum and Hollywood Hills set LA apart, T.O. is
right up there with the Aga Khan Museum and Rosedale Ravines.

Award-winning designer Alessandro Munge brings fashion-forward
luxury retail culture to Rodeo Drive’s interior spaces.
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Robert Ng’s pure, minimal and linear landscape design at
Rodeo Drive is inspired by Bali, China and southern California.
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From legendary American rock star Prince to T.O.’s own
rapper Drake, showbiz celebrities have called Bridle Path home.

Cadillac Fairview and Lanterra Developments have an exemplary
track record in creating visionary landmarks in Canada.

There are plans to transform the Toronto Botanical Garden into
a horticultural showcase on par with the world’s best.

Moderism find a home in Don Mills
Don Mills is home to modernist masterpieces including
St. Mark’s Presbyterian Church and the Ortho Pharmaceuticals building.

A green oasis in the heart of the city
Residents of Rodeo Drive will overlook a lush, green, verdant,
almost Arcadian landscape unlike any other in Toronto.

Heritage icons to futuristic landmarks
From the palatial estates of Bayview to cutting-edge exhibits
at Ontario Science Centre, this is where past meets future.

Rodeo Drive’s village high street— CF Shops at Don Mills
For residents of Rodeo Drive, this is a one-stop lifestyle
experience with shops, restaurants, bars and a village ambience.
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f it hadn’t been for a change of heart-and mind-by the
legendary Canadian business mogul E. P. (Eddie) Taylor, Don
Mills might have become the site of one of the world’s largest
breweries instead of Canada’s first planned community. When he
initially bought the 2000 acres of farmland back in the late 1940s
Taylor, the man who consolidated the beer business in Canada,
planned to construct an enormous plant to churn out stouts and pale
ales. But the visionary businessman suddenly had a better idea.
At the end of the Second World War, vets returned to both a booming
economy and a baby boom. Why not thought Eddie build a model
community where this post-war generation could live and work, play
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and pray in a self-sufficient “new town,” where everything was “upto-the-minute” and “spanking new”-and designed in the modernist
aesthetic that germinated in Europe in the 1920s and 1930s. The result
of Eddie’s “brain wave” was Don Mills, Canada’s first model town, and
remnants of Eddie Taylor’s great experiment in city building can be
seen at every turn in the totally unique urban precinct radiating from
the intersection of Don Mills Road and Lawrence Avenue East.
Don Mills would be a community where contemporary style would
reign supreme. Only those with a modernist sensibility were permitted
to build in this new dream town of 1950s Toronto. And to live in it.

NOW

S

o has the Don Mills dream died? Well,
not exactly, it is being reborn with a new
vision where the community’s architectural style may not be as “uniform,” as it once
was, but the lifestyle vision for a 21st century
Don Mills is as vibrant and cutting-edge as ever.
And the city builders in this new incarnation
of Don Mills are two remarkable Canadian
companies, Cadillac Fairview and Lanterra
Developments.
A little over a decade ago Cadillac Fairview
made a visionary “bet” on Canada’s model
town. Let’s do something akin to a West Coast
“makeover” on the old Don Mills Shopping
Centre and give it a Southern California vibe.
Let’s give T.O. an LA nip and tuck. Down came
the old cavernous indoor Don Mills Shopping
Centre, and in its place, CF Shops at Don Mills,
Ontario’s first en-plein-air alfresco retailing
and lifestyle urban village, arose.
Along its cobble-stoned streets, and around
its verdant village common, is a dazzling and
diverse assortment of shops and stores, bars
and restaurants, even a movie multiplex. Many
wondered whether a California-style outdoor
mall would work in a country pretty chilly for
a few months each year. But it worked so well
that Cadillac Fairview is presently putting a
$21-million upgrade to the shopping precinct,
which will add cobblestone-effect avenues,
new street furniture, atmospheric lighting
and a new entertainment event space. And
together with Lanterra Developments, it is
now developing Rodeo Drive, the first of a
new multiphase residential and commercial
development within the village precinct to
make the CF Shops at Don Mills the complete
lifestyle package: a place to shop, dine, catch
a flick, tipple a char—and LIVE LARGE.
So why has Don Mills embraced the LA
Lifestyle so avidly—unreservedly? It is perhaps slightly counter-intuitive but we’d argue
that Toronto and Los Angeles are very similar.
Read further and we’ll explain why.
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T. O . ’ S R E S I D E N T I A L S T Y L E
PA R A L L E L S TO L A

T

he most glamorous and glitzy neighbourhoods in
Los Angeles are places like Beverly Hills and Bel
Air, Pacific Palisades and Laurel Canyon, all characterized by sprawling estates on winding roads with mansions hidden from the public gaze by ginormous boxwood
hedges. Sound familiar. If weren’t for the palm tress and
the bougainvillea you could just as easily be in Rosedale
or The Bridle Path, Don Mills’ fancy next-door neighbour.
Amazingly Beverly Hills and the Bridle Path/Don Mills district are quite similar. Consider the following. LA’s most

It may seem counter-intuitive but T.O. and LA are more alike than
you might think. So here’s a little checklist to prove the point:

famous ‘hood is actually divided into two parts: “The Flats,”
where expensive but not over the top homes are located
along with the luxury shops on Rodeo Drive, and then
there’s “The Hillside” north of Sunset Boulevard where
The Big Stars with Big Money live. Don Mills and The Bridle Path are the mirror image. An open-air shopping mall
and pricey but not palatial homes in Don Mills and a few
minutes away on The Bridle Path, The Super Rich. The two
‘hoods could be twins.

TIFF & THE BELL LIGHT BOX

TORONTO’S STAY-AT-HOME STARS

THE STUDIO DISTRICT

Except for Cannes, the TIFF is the biggest
film festival in the world by a long shot and
because of its place on the film-fest calendar—in early September—it easily trumps the
French Riviera flick fest for “Oscar buzz.” Since
its opening in 2010, the TIFF’s home, The Bell
Lightbox, has become one of the globe’s go-to
places for a total immersion in film culture. The
city’s love of the cinema is not just ten-day
fling in the Fall, it carries on all year long.

Clearly many Canadians have made it big
in LA—Ryan Gosling, Ryan Reynolds, & The
Biebs—but it is less well known that some
A-list show biz celebs commute to work California preferring to pay the mortgage in Hogtown rather than Hollywood. Pearson to LAX
is 4 hours, about the same as a bad day on
the DVP, so it’s eminently doable. Among the
biggest stay-at-home stars in the Toronto
firmament is Rachel McAdams, soon-tobe-seen in the upcoming movie Dr. Strange
with Benedict Cumberbatch. Another bigname actor who prefers Rosedale to Bel Air
is Eugene Levy, and Drake, of course has announced plans for a new palace in the Bridle
Path, not Beverly Hills.

Toronto is frequently dubbed “Hollywood
North” because it competes with Vancouver
for bragging rights for being the second largest film production centre in North America
after LA. Toronto has its Studio District in
South Riverdale, just north of the Port Lands
and since there are only three major studios
still HQed in the City of Angels—Paramount,
Columbia, 20th Century Fox—T.O. could soon
be nipping at LA’s high heels for #1.
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LA | THE SHOPS ON RODEO DRIVE
TO | THE SHOPS AT DON MILLS

LA | PALM TREES
TO | SPRUCE TREES

LA | THE GETTY
TO | THE AGA KHAN

LA | VENICE BEACH
TO | THE BEACHES

LA | GRAUMAN’S CHINESE THEATRE
TO | THE BELL LIGHTBOX

LA | BEVERLY HILLS
TO | THE BRIDLE PATH

LA | WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
TO | YONGE STREET

LA | THE HOLLYWOOD HILLS
TO | THE ROSEDALE RAVINES

alessandro
munge

AND RODEO DRIVE’S LOOK

I

f you ask Alessandro Munge what he
most enjoys about his internationally acclaimed design practice he says it’s the
strong emotional response his interior spaces invariably elicit. And those emotions vary
from one space to the next, sometimes sexy
and visceral like the mood evoked at nightclubs like Prohibition, other times serene and
contemplative like the cool vibe of his recently completed ICE condominium on Toronto’s
burgeoning waterfront, or other times dropdead elegant and Old World like his multi
award-winning interiors for Vancouver’s Rosewood Hotel Georgia. And invariably there’s a
sense of occasion and touch of the theatrical
in most Munge spaces, which makes perfect
sense for a firm that has designed some of
the hottest night spots in cities as diverse as
New York City and Vegas, Shanghai and LA
and, of course, in his hometown of Toronto.

ALESSANDRO MUNGE
Studio Munge

An interior design graduate from Ryerson
University, Alessandro started his business in
1997 sketching on his then girlfriend’s kitchen
table. How times have changed. The girlfriend
is now his wife and Studio Munge now employs scores of talented designers and support staff at his office in Toronto. And for his
newest commission—the interior spaces for
the Rodeo Drive condominium at the Shops
at Don Mills—Alessandro has been inspired
by the inherent drama involved in being a
la mode, fashion forward and at the cutting
edge of luxury retail culture. “When you enter one those extraordinarily luxurious stores
on Beverly Hills’ Rodeo Drive you enter a universe where every item is not only exquisitely crafted but is also an expression what the
world’s most creative people think is totally
chic, sophisticated and happening right now,”
notes Munge. “Window-shopping and boutique-hopping on Rodeo is like taking a crash
course in the what’s happening in international design right now. It’s amazing.”

“

Window-shopping and boutique-hopping on
Rodeo is like taking a crash course in the what’s happening
in international design right now. It’s amazing.

Munge’s challenge designing Toronto’s Rodeo Drive has been to create residential interiors that are elegant and sophisticated,
cosmopolitan and contemporary while still remaining timeless and classic. Some designers
have a knack for creating spaces that remain
chic and of-the-moment eons after their creation. Does the Barcelona Chair look any less
relevant now than when it was first created?
Does a Jean-Michel Franck interior ever seem
dated? That was the bar Munge set for himself
at Rodeo Drive, and he’s succeeded brilliantly.
Nowhere is that more in evidence than in
what Munge terms Rodeo Drive’s “impactful”
lobby with its soaring 16’ ceiling, a sculptural copper-toned metal concierge desk, striking marble feature walls and extensive blond
wood paneling that add warmth to a space
that “reads” as classically minimalist. That
sleek modern retail look is reprised in Rodeo Drive’s exceedingly contemporary gym.

Close your eyes and imagine you’re working out in a Prada boutique and you’ll get a
sense of just how cool pumping iron can be at
Rodeo Drive. A bright room with floor to ceiling windows, the gym overlooks a pool deck
redolent of a swanky St. Barth’s resort: in the
foreground, white cabanas flanking a negative edge pool and, beyond, endless vistas of
the neighbourhood’s verdant and abundant
parkland. All the complex’s common spaces
are designed with one overarching purpose:
to make social interaction between residents
and their guests effortless, exciting and fun.
It’s social engineering with glamour, pizzazz—
and a smile on its face.

”
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MEET RODEO DRIVE’S LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECT NAK’S

W

hen he began initially thinking
about ways to approach the
“green” spaces at Rodeo Drive,
Robert Ng’s mind instinctively wandered
to the great resort communities in Bali,
Indonesia, South China and, of course, southern California. And one image persisted:
A magical cliffside space overlooking the
ocean. It turned out to be a vision perfectly
in sync with the outdoor landscaping opportunities available at Rodeo Drive.

ROBERT NG
Nak Design Strategies

“Because the building is in close proximity to
the street, there isn’t a lot of landscaping opportunity at grade,” notes Ng, a principal at
NAK Design Solutions, a firm that has been
a force in Canadian public and private landscape design for over thirty years. “An exciting landscape opportunity is the terrace on
the 8th floor amenity level. It’s enormous and
really does mimic a cliff overlooking an ocean,

The indoor amenity activities overlook the
terrace, so Ng was keen it lead it to a focal
point, and that “Wow Factor” is created by an
elevated negative-edge pool that from a distance gives the illusion of water merging with
the sky. The terrace design’s water feature reflects and mirrors the changing elements of
the sky.
Next to the pool are an alley of cabanas for
relaxation and the lush planting which mimic
the “look” of southern spas, whether in Bali
or Beverly Hills. “Evergreen boxwoods in a linear fashion define the space,” notes Ng, “and
colour will be provided by flowering annuals
like red and white impatiens. Pampas grasses
in planters along the space’s perimeter move
beautifully in the wind creating a ‘living’ landscape.” “Our ambition for the 8th floor terrace
is a space that is pure, minimal, linear and
quite simply an inspiring place to spend time.”
Presently Rodeo Drive provides limited landscaping opportunity at grade, but when the
project is fully built-out, a plaza will connect
the buildings giving T.O.’s Rodeo Drive something akin to an LA landscaping vibe.

but in this instance it’s a ‘green ocean’ in the
guise of the vast parklands that surround the
project. It really is quite breathtaking and remarkably similar to the oceanic vistas you get
in those beach communities south of LA.”
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“The signature element in the Southern California landscape are the palm trees because
of their magnificent verticality,” says Ng.
Along with street furniture, he envisions giving the Rodeo Drive site a similar verticality,
but instead of palms he sees columnar trees.
“They really do brilliantly mimic that iconic central element of LA’s Rodeo Drive, but
that’s down the road.”

“

The real opportunity is the terrace on the 8th floor
amenity level. It’s enormous and really does mimic a cliff
overlooking an ocean, but in this instance it’s a ‘green
ocean’ in the guise of the vast parklands that surround the
project on some sides.

”

THE AGA KHAN AND HIS MUSEUM
D O N M I L L S ’ G R E AT B E N E FA C T O R

W

hen David Pontarini, the celebrated architect of Rodeo Drive,
speaks about the recently opened
Aga Khan Museum and Ismaili Centre at Eglinton Avenue and Don Mills Road, words like
“strikingly beautiful,” “wonderfully elegant”
and “brilliantly executed” easily fall from his
lips. And his fulsome praise echoes the more
or less universal hosannas the project has
received from the international architectural
press. Built at a cost of around $350-million,
the museum and prayer centre is an extraordinary act of generosity by the Aga Khan, the
spiritual leader of the world’s Ismaili Muslims.

Designed by the Pritzker Prize-winning Japanese architect Fumihiko Maki, the museum,
clad in eye-popping Brazilian white granite,
has been lauded for its almost other-worldly
serenity, doubtless a reflection of its spare
modernist aesthetic. Across an equally stunning plaza, itself a contemporary interpretation of a traditional Mughal garden, is the
renowned Indian architect Charles Correa’s
Ismaili Prayer Centre, with its extraordinary
glass dome, an engineering feat many still
struggle to explain; it’s that ingenious and
novel. This extraordinary complex, the first
museum in North America devoted solely to

chronicling a millennia of Muslim art and culture, is a testament to the Aga Khan’s often
spoken belief that Canada is the global poster
child for pluralism, diversity and tolerance, and
nowhere are those qualities more in evidence
that in the Don Mills community, itself. That
fact is the result of a very wise decision made
by the Aga Khan’s great friend, the late prime
minister of Canada, Pierre Trudeau.
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THE BUILDING AND ITS CREATOR
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DAVID PONTARINI
Hariri Pontarini Architects

mong the greatest practitioners of
what’s called the Toronto School of
Architecture is David Pontarini, a
founding partner of one of the leading design
practices in this country, the eponymously
named Hariri Pontarini Architects (HPA). (The
other, of course, is Siamak Hariri.) Since its
inception in 1994, HPA has won an endless
string of awards for its beautifully executed
modernist buildings that are notable for
their exquisite attention to detail and their
sensitivity to the urban context in which
they’re placed.
An earlier generation of architects like Barton
Myers and Jack Diamond pioneered the
Toronto School’s acute sensitivity to urban
context, respect for heritage buildings and
attention to proportions in designing new
buildings. But Pontarini believes the scale of
that has expanded. “Today we think about the
framework of the entire city.” Modernism and
urbanism have become one and the same.
Nowhere has his concern for “context” been
more evident than in his design for Rodeo Drive
in Don Mills. Perhaps because modernism first
took root in this country in “Canada’s first
planned community,” Pontarini was eager to
create a building that was “clean, simple and
elegant” like such modernist masterpieces
as Mies van der Rohe’s landmark Toronto
Dominion Centre.
Set on a podium, the Rodeo Drive tower
rises 32 floors and is characterized by both a
striking black-and-white colour palette and a
minimalist materials palette evocative of the
classic modernist motto, “less is more.” “We
weren’t trying to do too much, so its simple

black surfaces, perforated metal screens,
some articulated pre-cast panels, and fritted
white glass, all of which speak to a modernist
design vocabulary.”

Over the last decade Pontarini has designed
some of the sleekest, most stunning glass
towers that have become icons of Toronto’s
recent condominium boom. Among them
such skyscraping landmarks as the 76-storey
One Bloor at Yonge and Bloor and the
60-storey Massey Tower presently rising on
Yonge Street across from the Eaton Centre.
“Rodeo Drive is a much more intimate
building,” notes Pontarini, “because it has to
fit into a different context, a low-rise retail
context.”

“

We weren’t trying to
do too much, so it’s
simple black surfaces,
perforated metal screens,
some articulated pre-cast
panels, and fritted white
glass, all of which speak
to a modernist design
vocabulary.

”

That is true, of course, but Rodeo Drive will
still be the building in the precinct with the
“towering” views over the green arcadia
that distinguishes the Don Mills/Bridle Path
neighbourhood, with park-like greenswards
in every direction. “The city wasn’t keen
to have the density on the outer edges of
the shopping centre precinct which is why
our site, in the centre of the development,
received the density and the height.” Rodeo
Drive residents with the sweeping park-like
views will, of course, reap the rewards of that
decision.
“It is my hope that Rodeo Drive will be a
clean modern fresh expression of this neighbourhood’s unique modernist architectural
legacy.”
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DON MILLS’
GLAMOROUS NEIGHBOUR

T H E B R I D L E PAT H

I

s The Bridle Path Toronto’s Beverly Hills? Or
is Beverly Hills LA’s The Bridle Path? Two
good questions; no easy answer. When
the legendary American rock star Prince died
recently there was much discussion in the
media about the years he lived in, where else,
The Bridle Path. That story was quickly superseded by news of rapper Drake’s plans to
build a chateau-like residence in, where else,
The Bridle Path. But richer-than-God rockers
are not the only famous folks who call Canada’s most exclusive neighbourhood home.
Among the local celebs none has perhaps
more star power than Baron Black of Crossharbour and the his lovely baroness, Barbara
Amiel, and that is rather fitting since it was
Conrad Black’s dad, George Montagu Black,
who laid the foundations of Canada’s quintessential Blue Chip Paradise.
George Black was a business partner of E.P.
(Eddie) Taylor, the founder of Don Mills, and

when Eddie bought an estate, Windfields
Farm, on Bayview Avenue in the late 1940s,
Black Sr., not to be outdone, bought much of
the land next door. George Black once owned
most of what presently constitutes the Bridle
Path, but since he only required a few acres
for himself, the rest was hived off into minimum three-acre-sized building lots for the
“right sort.” So clearly from the get-go the urban destinies of these two neighbourhoods,
only minutes apart geographically, have been
curiously intertwined: Taylor developed Don
Mills and his partner was responsible for The
Bridle Path.
But the two neighbourhoods have more in
common than just their geographical proximity and the close business relationship of
their “developers.” At their inception, both
were also design laboratories of mid-century
modern design. Back then arguably the most
famous house in the ‘hood was 75 The Bridle

Path, the home of the renowned architect
John C. Parkin, the designer of many of Don
Mills’ most important buildings. Now demolished, the Parkin house was a sleek low-slung
Bauhaus-style glass pavilion, the antithesis of
the period-style palaces owned by celebs like
Shark Tank star Robert Herjavec at 10 High
Point Road. And similarly many of Don Mills’
1960s-style post-and-beam modernist bungalows are being replaced by ritzy McMansions.
For all these reasons and more Don Mills and
The Bridle Path are historically joined at the
hip and again there’s a resonance with Beverly
Hills where the Rodeo Drive shopping strip is
located in the chic but less expensive “Flats”
section of the fashionable LA neighbourhood
and the really big movie-star estates cling to
the Hills. Sounds rather like Don Mills and The
Bridle Path, no?
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RODEO DRIVE’S FOUNDING FATHERS—
TWO VISIONARY DEVELOPERS WHO’VE
TRANSFORMED URBAN CANADA

E

.P.—“Eddie”--Taylor was one of the great visionary real-estate developers of his era and both Don Mills and Lyford Cay, his luxury
resort community in the Bahamas, remain enduring testaments to that fact. And it’s Taylor’s legacy that the two real-estate organizations behind the creation of the “new” Don Mills are hoping to build on. Cadillac Fairview (CF), one of Canada’s largest and
most admired real estate companies, stepped up first with the transformation of the old Don Mills Shopping Centre into Ontario’s first
open-air lifestyle retailing village, CF Shops at Don Mills, and its success is confirmed by the company’s recently announced $21-million
upgrade to the complex, an expansion already underway. Next up was Lanterra Developments and its decision to co-venture with CF
in the creation of Rodeo Drive, an ambitious multiphase residential community within CF Shops at Don Mills precinct. Along with three
earlier condominium projects, Liv Lofts, Flaire and Reflections, Rodeo Drive will truly create a “new” live/work/play/shop urban village in
the heart of “old” Don Mills. So who are these two companies and what made them think they could step into Eddie Taylor’s big shoes?

BARRY FENTON
MARK MANDELBAUM
Lanterra Developments

That same genius for anticipating what’s happening next in the real-estate business has
long distinguished the careers of Mark Mandelbaum and Barry Fenton, the co-founders
of Lanterra Developments. And don’t just take
our word for it. Awhile back, the Toronto Star
lauded the duo for their demonstrable “talent for transforming neglected parts of the
city into bustling mixed-used communities.”
Over the last fifteen years there has been a
dramatic renaissance of downtown Toronto
as a place where people live—as well as work.
And Lanterra has unquestionably been a ma-

11 WELLESLEY

CF TORONTO EATON CENTRE, TORONTO

ICE CONDOS, TORONTO

MAPLE LEAF SQUARE, TORONTO

Well both companies in their different ways
have for years been at the forefront of, quite
simply, the “regeneration” of urban Canada.
Created in 1970 with the merger of the Cadillac Development Corporation and the Fairview Corporation, Cadillac Fairview, presently valued at $29-billion, owns over 37-million
square feet of leasable space in 71 properties
across Canada, and it’s a sterling portfolio, indeed: the CF Toronto-Dominion Centre and
the CF Toronto Eaton Centre in Canada’s
largest metropolis, CF Pacific Centre in Vancouver, the CF Chinook Centre in Calgary, and
many more.
Many urban thinkers cite the building of the
TD Centre and later the Eaton Centre as critical to the renewal of downtown Toronto as
Canada’s preeminent commercial hub. That
ability to see potential in real estate ventures
early-on has long distinguished CF’s corporate culture, and such foresight was a key factor in the company’s investment at the 41-acre
CF Shops at Don Mills site, as well as another
important new play in their deal pipeline: the
massive redevelopment of the 170-acre Buttonville Toronto Airport as a world-class employment district and a vibrant mixed-use lifestyle destination. “Don Mills is really a test lab
for Buttonville,” says Niall Collins, CF’s Senior
Vice President of Development. “It’s a smaller
version of what Buttonville will be in the fullness of time. We are certainly going to use
what we learned here as part of the planning
mix there.”

TEAHOUSE

happen in downtown Toronto. It was a vision
based on both demographics and the economics of the real-estate business.
“A lot of people were being priced out of
the single-family home business and a lot
of young people wanted to live downtown
where they work and play not in the suburbs,”
says Mark. Both factors helped catalyze Toronto’s downtown condo boom over the last
decade. Add to this Mark and Barry’s genius
for seeing potential in under-utilized real estate and you have The Lanterra Effect, the
creation of extraordinary value in previously
under-valued districts.
“Our projects accomplish things that are not
typical,” argues Mark. “They’re creating new
neighbourhoods and new urban realities.
That’s what we like to do.” And for proof, look
no further than the new community created
between the Air Canada and Rogers centres
in downtown Toronto. “If we hadn’t gone in
and built Maple Leaf Square and ICE Condos,
you wouldn’t have seen a few million square
feet of office space and other condos and hotels coming in.” Lanterra’s talent for seeing real-estate gold will soon work its magic in Don
Mills, as well.

THE BRITT

jor player in this extraordinary transformation
with projects like The Toy Factory Lofts, Murano and Burano on Bay Street, Maple Lead
Square and Ice in the Southcore Financial District, and One Bedford on Bloor Street.
Both Mark and Barry were veterans in the real
estate business when they became partners
back in 2002 after discovering they had complimentary skill sets: Mark handles design,
architecture and marketing, Barry, acquisition and construction. And they, amazingly,
also had a similar vision of what was about to
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RITZ-CARLTON, TORONTO

A WORLD-CLASS

F

or a neighbourhood somewhat removed from the hurly burly of downtown, Don Mills has an extraordinary
collection of cultural, recreational, educational
and healthcare “assets” close at hand. Worldclass is an often over-used adjective but what
better term describes the area’s latest addition, the Aga Khan Museum. But this extraordinary gift to the Canadian people only amplifies the extraordinary array of facilities already
in place. Presently plans are afoot to transform the Toronto Botanical Garden (TBG), just
down the street from the Rodeo Drive site,
into a horticultural showcase on par with the
best such gardens in the world. “Toronto is the
only major city in the world that doesn’t have
such a facility,” argues Harry Jongerden, the
TGB’s executive director and the guy spearheading the proposed $31-million makeover.

Jongerden and his team have tabled a proposal with the city to transform all of Edwards
Gardens’ 40-plus acres into one humungous
horticultural garden. Presently the TBG has
just four acres within the park, a parcel that
was given at the garden’s inception in 2006.
And he is also the first to admit that the presence of the renowned Royal Botanical Garden
down the QEW in Burlington likely explains
the absence of a similar facility in Toronto. But
he remains undeterred. “New York City has
five botanical gardens and most other global cities support more than one.” The benefits
of having such a facility in our own backyard
are many. In Montreal, their botanical garden is
the second most visited cultural attraction in
the city. In Vancouver, the Van Dusen Garden
is number six. “Garden tourism is just a really
big deal,” argues Jongerden.

H O R T I C U LT U R A L G A R D E N

A few years back Toronto completed a massive overhaul of its cultural infrastructure with
a new opera house and the renovation of the
ROM, AGO and the Gardiner Museum. The
TBG is the last piece of the city’s cultural infrastructure puzzle so, stay tuned folks, the
launching of a world-class horticultural garden is likely to coincide with the opening of
Rodeo Drive. And it is mere minutes from your
new front door.
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W

hen town planner Macklin Hancock
took control of the development
of Don Mills he was determined
to hire only modernist architects to design
the town’s institutions and residences and he
proceeded to hire a roster of the best-in-class
to execute his vision. Most of them trained in
the Bauhaus School, or International Style in
vogue in that era, and the group included such
prominent names as James Murray, Irving
Grossman, Henry Fleiss, Michael Back and, the
most notable of all, John C. Parkin.
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Parkin later collaborated with Mies van der
Rohe in designing the Toronto Dominion Centre but it was in Don Mills where he did much
of his early work. Some of it has since been
demolished, including the Don Mills Convenience Centre, the community’s original openair shopping mall. But three of his most important structures, the Ortho Pharmaceuticals
building, a Massey Medal winner, St. Mark’s
Presbyterian Church, and Don Mills Collegiate
Institute remain in tact.
Completed in 1958, DMCI remains one of the
central institutions that give Don Mills its special character, and its generous glazing and
entrance portico supported by pencil-thin columns betray its modernist roots. In 2015, the
school rated a respectable 7.1 (out of 10) in the
Fraser Institute’s ratings of Canadian secondary schools. DMCI offers a gifted programme
for its elite students, and is consistently represented at International Maths and Physics Olympiads. And its student population is
very diverse: 60% of them come from homes
where English is not the first language.

FINDS A HOME IN DON MILLS
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rom its upper levels, residents of Rodeo
Drive will overlook a lush, verdant, almost Arcadian landscape arguably unlike any other neighbourhood in Toronto. Don
Mills/The Bridle Path is, quite simply, awash in
a sea of green because of the numerous parks
in the area and the immense size of many of
the neighbourhood’s residential “estates.” But
it is the parks that are public space, open to
one and all, and each is special in its own way.

IN THE HEART OF THE CITY

SUNNYBROOK PARK

ESTATES OF SUNNYBROOK

The largest of the green spaces within easy
reach of Rodeo Drive is a series of inter-connected parks—Sunnybrook, Serena Gundy
and Wilket Creek—that form one vast greensward bordering the ravine bed of the creek.
Sunnybrook is the largest of them and was
at one time the 147-acre farm of the socially
prominent Kilgour family who donated it in
the late 1940s to the city as a public park. The
estate’s stables still exist and are avidly used
by equestrians, young and old, and it’s a delight even for non-riders to observe the horses
at rest inside their paddocks. The park’s vast
and immaculately maintained cricket pitches
host national and international competitions,
and seeing cricketers at bat in summer whites
is something out of a picture post card.
SERENA GUNDY PARK

Serena Gundy is at the south end of Sunnybrook Park, and its one-time 20-hectares on
the West Don River Valley, north of Eglinton,
was the one-time estate of investment banker
James H. Gundy. It was donated to the city
on the proviso that a plaque honouring the
bequest be added to the stone gates at the
Broadway Avenue entrance. ‘Twas done. Another green space on the northern boundaries
of the neighbourhood is Windfields, gifted to

BOND PARK

the city by Don Mills founder E.P. Taylor. This
nature park contains two hundred year old
trees, a pond, a marsh, cross-country trails
and wild life and wild flowers galore.
Some argue Bond Park is Don Mills’ favourite outdoor space and its 6.8-hectares features five baseball diamonds and a clubhouse.
Other smaller parks in the ‘hood include the
1.2-hectare Mike Bela Park, at Lawrence East
and Banbury Road, and Talwood Park, on the
east side of Leslie north of Lawrence. And finally there’s the 15-hectare Moccasin Trail Park,
on Lawrence East at the Don Valley Parkway,
featuring walking trails through a naturalized
rain forest. With all its abundant greenery,
Don Mills could easily masquerade as “the
country” despite its location at the centre of
vast metropolis.
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rom its inception Don Mills has always
had very ritzy neighbours—a tradition
that carries on to this day. But back
in the mid-1950s this area of the GTA was
known as “horse country,” and it was the preferred stomping ground for toffs mad keen on
hunting foxes, chasing polo balls or just cantering about the countryside on their favourite steed. All of the great Bayview
estates are gone now—the Sifton
family’s Armadale is now the Toronto French School, E.P. Taylor’s Windfields Farm, now the Canadian Film
Centre, the Bain Family’s Graydon
Hall, now an event space, and F.R.
Wood’s manor house, now the Crescent School. Arguably the grandest
estate of the all, Glendon Hall, is now
Glendon College, one of Canada’s
most unique post-secondary institutions: the only bilingual liberal arts
college in the country.
Once the home of F.R. Wood’s older brother, Edward, Glendon Hall
evokes images of Old Money bluebloods disporting themselves against
a backdrop of manicured lawns and
Georgian terraces. But today the
estate is spiffily up-to-date as symbolized by the Montreal architect
Renee Daoust’s spectacular glass
entrance pavilion for Glendon College, AKA, The Centre of Excellence.
Mr. Wood’s beautiful Italianate manor house evokes a bygone age; the
college’s gorgeous new glass box
symbolizes the endless possibilities
of the future. Both are just two of
the many unique destinations easily
accessible to Rodeo Drive residents.
GLENDON COLLEGE
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CANADIAN FILM CENTRE

SUNNYBROOK
H O S P I TA L

H E R I TA G E I C O N S
TO F U T U R I ST I C L A N D M A R K S

W

hen the Kilgour family donated
their Sunnybrook farm to the city
for a park, a section was deeded
to the federal government in 1948 to create
a veterans’ hospital for soldiers recently returned from the Second World War. It was,
naturally enough, called Sunnybrook, and over
the decades it has morphed into a world-renowned medical complex. Sunnybrook is
Canada’s largest trauma centre and maternity
hospital as well as being a teaching hospital
for the University of Toronto Faculty of Medicine. Mining magnate and noted philanthropist Seymour Schulich donated millions to
create a world-class centre for cardiac care
and research and a prominent business family, the Odettes, gave generously to establish a
centre for cancer research. Just minutes from
Rodeo Drive on Bayview Avenue, Sunnybrook
Hospital is an invaluable community resource
for all Don Mills residents.

T H E G R E A T E S T A T E S O F B AY V I E W
& GLENDON COLLEGE
O N TA R I O S C I E N C E C E N T R E

O

pening in 1969 to mark Canada’s Centennial two years earlier, the Ontario
Science Centre, designed by Raymond Moriyama, is one of Toronto’s greatest
cultural attractions. Over fifty million people
have visited the world’s first interactive science museum in its nearly half-century existence and it continues to delight, educate
and enthrall its legions of fans. A decade ago
the Science Centre completed a $47.5-million upgrade of its facilities via its Agents of
Change initiative. Among the new features
was the entirely experimental Weston Family
Innovation Centre, an exploration plaza called
TELUSCAPE and two permanent art pieces:
the FUNtain and Lotic Meander.
Science Centre exhibits range from Renaissance geniuses—Leonardo da Vinci’s Workshop: Inventor, Artist, Dreamer—to 20th century wizards: Harry Potter: The Exhibition.
Last year a new exhibit quickly became a fan
favourite: “To Be an Astronaut,” featuring personal items on loan from Colonel Chris Hadfield and chronicling the career trajectory of
Canada’s most famous man-in-space. All this
adds up to a lot of fun, especially for kids, so
it’s hardly surprising that 210,000 Ontario
school kids visit the centre each year. Next
year visiting the museum will become much
easier with the opening of the Science Centre
station on the Eglinton Crosstown LRT. But for
residents of Rodeo Drive this spectacular cultural and education attraction is just a quick
hike down Don Mills Road. Enjoy.

RODEO DRIVE’S
VILLAGE HIGH STREET—
CF SHOPS
AT DON MILLS

F

or future residents of Rodeo Drive, the
Shops at Don Mills will become, more
or less, on their arrival the local “high
street,” the go-to place to buy a strip sirloin at
McEwans, or a bottle of chard at the LCBO, or
some eyeliner at Murale. It’s a one-stop shopping experience with shops, restaurants, and
bars radiating off a village common.
When Cadillac Fairview decided to mothball
its old cavernous indoor mall, the Don Mills
Shopping Centre, they
were taking a bit of a gamble. Would the community
embrace an open-air mall,
especially in the chillier
months? Well, it’s a gamble that’s clearly paid off,
and just a few weeks ago
the company announced
a $21-million upgrade of the CF Shops at Don
Mills to further enhance the user’s shopping,
dining and entertainment experience. Among
the new features: new cobblestone-like
streets, enhanced atmospheric lighting, wider
sidewalks, new street furniture and a new entertainment/event space to complement the
village common at the centre of the mall.

Cadillac Fairview’s Niall Collins, Senior
Vice-president, Development, isn’t at all surprised that folks from across the GTA have
embraced their “inner Angeleno,” flocking
in droves to Ontario’s first “open-air lifestyle
shopping centre.” “Don’t forget, the original
Don Mills Centre back in the 1960s was an
outdoor mall, and when we were exploring the
new concept, we visited similar kinds of malls
in the US, many of them with climates similar
to ours.” Indeed one of the most successful

“FOLKS FROM ACROSS THE GTA HAVE
EMBRACED THEIR “INNER ANGELENO,”
FLOCKING IN DROVES TO ONTARIO’S FIRST
OPEN-AIR LIFESTYLE SHOPPING CENTRE.
such open-air malls is in Minneapolis, Minnesota whose sub-arctic climate makes Toronto’s seem tropical. The trend is becoming so
pervasive that the influential New Republic
magazine recently published an article trumpeting, “The Mall is Dead. Americans Shop at
Lifestyle Centers Now.” CF Shops at Don Mills
is clearly ahead of the curve, and adding fulltime residents to the mix will just make the village experience even more delicious.

”
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lmost immediately the Don Mills venue topped all his other restaurants
in sales, a considerable achievement
considering the new mall was just acquiring
its sea legs. Consistently voted one of the
Best Places to Work in Canada, the restaurant
owes its friendly hospitable vibe to the guy at
the top of the Joey food chain. “I like to create
places where I’d love to be wined and dined
in,” explains Fuller.
Joey places exceptional importance on outstanding service and when the Don Mills location first opened, he “airlifted” seasoned
servers from other locations to ensure every-

thing went tickety-boo. The restaurant excels
in basic comfort food—burgers & fries, rotisserie chicken & BBQ ribs, steak frites—sourced
from the best ingredients available. And Joey
takes pride in the “consistency” with which
their food is prepared. And just to make sure
patrons never get bored with the menu, it’s always being tweaked ever so subtly. Just back
by popular request, The Butcher’s Sandwich,
a classic beef dip where the meat is slowly
roasted for a minimum of seventeen hours,
then thinly sliced and served on a toasted ciabatta baguette. Sounds delish!

When Joey proprietor Jeff Fuller brought his
highly successful BC-based restaurant to Toronto in
September 2010 he chose the CF Shops at Don Mills
as his first location and it proved to be a smart choice.
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n online fashion blogger rather insightfully notes that men’s fashion retailer
Frank & Oak has very successfully
created a “fan cult” for its seriously trendy
and wonderfully affordable line of guy gear.
For proof of the brand’s cultishness look
no further than their website where their
Mandate asks some stop-you-in-your-tracks
Big Questions: What will you do today?

Founded in the trendy Mile End district of
Montreal, Toronto was their first location
outside of Quebec. And their first store in The
Big Smoke was naturally enough on Queen
Street where they provided their trademark
“immersive experience” with an in-house café
and barbershop. “Why shouldn’t a store be a
place you want to visit multiple times a week
not just once or twice a year,” says Song.

HOW WILL YOU OUTFIT THE DAY?
WILL YOU RISE TO YOUR AMBITION?
WILL YOU FOLLOW WHAT INSTINCT STIRS?
DON’T JUST DRESS UP. STEP UP.
Well, OK, then. It’s hard not to be intrigued
by a haberdasher with such an in-your-face,
can-do attitude. But it’s clearly a formula
that’s working, big time, with stores sprouting
like crocuses across Canada and the US—
Toronto, Vancouver, Ottawa, Calgary, Boston,
DC, Chicago. The firm’s founding partners,
childhood buddies Ethan Song and Hicham
Ratani, believe the secret to their success is
simple: “We do it all ourselves and we stay
clear of industry markups and middlemen.”
It’s a strategy that appears to work for both
the company and its customers benefitting
from price points that are easy on the plastic
for clothes that are easy on the eye. A trendy
slim fit blazer sets you back a couple of
hundred bucks, a new T, just $32.
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Frank & Oak sells 99% of its stuff online but
its partners believe creating a community
is something you can’t do digitally; you
need the bricks and mortar. “We’re part of a
super-digital story and we’re part of a superlocalized story,” says Song. “You can be both.”
So Frank & Oak follows its trendy fan base,
assiduously, and the CF Shops at Don Mills
was the logical next step, after Queen West,
in their post-digital journey. No surprise to us.

”
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alking around his
eponymously named
food emporium at
CF Shops at Don Mills, celebrity chef Mark McEwan stops
momentarily at a display case
containing his signature Truffle Mac & Cheese confection
and exudes, “I am known for
my hamburgers and Mac &
Cheese,” then laughs, mirthfully. But Chef McEwan is being disarmingly
modest. As the creator of some of Toronto’s
most iconic eating spots—North 44, ByMark,
and One—he’s become a byword for fine dining in the city. And since the opening of McEwan in 2009 he’s also now known as the goto purveyor of fine foods in this city and beyond. London’s Harrods Food Hall may still be
the most famous food store in the world but
who knows in ten, fifteen years: it could be McEwan in the Shops at Don Mills.

Walking around his domain that day McEwan
seemed especially proud of his meat department where, underscoring a critical point and
motioning toward a freezer containing numerous butchered carcasses, he notes proudly,
“We do all our own ageing and we have the
greatest collection of olive oils in the country.”
Who knew!

Over half the store’s 27,000 sq.
ft. is dedicated to fresh foods
that showcase Mark’s singular
blending of classical cuisine
with contemporary flavours
and locally sourced ingredients.
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hen Cadillac Fairview began “programming” CF Shops at Don Mills
it was quite intent on ensuring
that it would not be just another generic suburban shopping centre full of the same stores
you encounter everywhere else. In the telling
phrase of Niall Collins, Cadillac Fairview’s SVP
Development, they were intent on “curating”
their new open air lifestyle centre so that it
contained an interesting mix of large corporate retailing brands and others that were
smaller, more intimate, with a unique one-ofa-kind value proposition, and some of which
can only be found at CF Shops at Don Mills.
And nothing fits that bill better than arguably the hippest, trendiest bike store on God’s
Green Earth, The 11 Inc.
Launched by industry veteran Heath Cockburn on April 12, 2015, the store recently celebrated its first anniversary and, simply put, the
store’s launch has been quite a ride. Inside its
sleek minimalist 6,000 sq. ft. space the initiated might well be forgiven for thinking they’d
entered an uber-cool art gallery and, in a way,
they have. The 11 Inc. presents its stunning
collection of global bike brands like they’re
works of art. And, in a very real way, they are.
Among the brands Cockburn “curates” are
Pinerello, Scott, Bianchi, DeRosas, Asos and
POC. And anyone mounting one of these
beauties would be remiss if he or she was not
properly kitted out in the right gear, so The 11
Inc. merchandises some of the sleekest, sexiest body sculpting racing clothes around. Be
forewarned, road bikes don’t come cheap: an
entry level machine starts at $1,500 and the
prices spike northward to 20 Gs. Mercifully the
price includes a unique bike fitting using technology developed by Heath Cockburn, himself
an ex-racer and a 22-year industry stalwart.
The 11 Inc. is Ground Zero for cycling enthusiasts and it’s a retailing experience only available at CF Shops at Don Mills.
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elebrity chef Mark McEwan may not culinarily “own” Don Mills but he seems to have a pretty long lease on a good
chunk of it. After the successful launch of his gourmet food emporium, he opened his newest restaurant, Fabbrica
(“factory,” in Italian), across the street. Anchored at the front by a 15-seat bar, the 150-seat dining room is a stunning
backdrop for rustic Italian cooking crafted from the best ingredients available, many sourced directly from Bella Italia: Roma
tomatoes ripened in the San Marzano Valley, or pizza flour hand-milled in Naples. Like a true capo di capo, Mark has a chief
consigliere, and in his case, it’s Andrew Ellerby who has been tapped by Chef McEwan to be successively executive chef at
One, then the mastermind behind McEwan and next executive chef at Fabbrica. Clearly the Don Mills branch of the McEwan
restaurant empire is in capable hands. Along with Ellerby and another McEwan protégé, Rob LeClair, Chef McEwan awhile
back authored a book celebrating Fabbrica’s fabulous fare. Among the dishes chronicled: Fettuccini with Crab and Poached
Egg & Seared Scallops with Cured Tomatoes. Mouthwatering.
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“

Like fingerprints, the grain of wood is
unique and the slightest irregularity sings the
charms of imperfection—of life lived.
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ounded in Laval, Quebec in 2002 by
partners Shimon Finkelstein and Eyal
Shoam, Artemano is as much a Zen
temple as a store specializing in in-housedesigned furniture made from rare woods
sourced from the most exotic locales in South
and Southeast Asia, particularly India, Indonesia and Thailand. With an abiding passion
for wood, the Artemano team believes nothing creates objects as exquisite as this most
primeval of mediums. “Like fingerprints, the
grain of wood is unique and the slightest irregularity sings the charms of imperfection—
of life lived,” notes Finkelstein. Artemano
at CF Shops at Don Mills is its first location
outside Quebec, a telltale sign that both the
mall’s stores, and the clientele they attract, are
as unique and one-of-a-kind as Artemano’s
really dazzling collection of wood furniture
as fine art.
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f you want a unique shopping experience—in the GTA at least—head
over to Murale, Shoppers Drug Mart’s
very upscale cosmetics retailer that sells
beauty products that make the fairer sex
ready for the red carpet. The Murale outlet at the CF Shops at Don Mills is its one
and only location in Ontario and one of
only four in Canada. So, by definition, it’s
a destination shopping experience. Future residents of Rodeo Drive desperate
for some blush and eyeliner are an elevator ride and a hop, skip and jump to the
Murale store located at 20 Marie Labatte
Road. With its clean crisp white walls
and colour pops of lavender it’s decorated to display the merchandise to the
best effect. And what merchandise it is.

On its website, Murale proudly claims, “to scour the globe finding the most interesting, effective and in-demand brands.” Among them, Bobbi Brown, Foreo from Sweden, Natura
Bise from Spain and many many more. Murale also has a state-of-the-art dermatological
skincare centre, on site, and private cabine rooms for facials and aesthetic services. Is
there a better reason ladies to move to Rodeo Drive than living next door to the one and
only Murale in the province? Talk about having a head start on Looking Good.
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ince he burst onto the cultural scene in 1991 with his seminal first
novel, Generation X, artist/writer Douglas Coupland, 54, has brilliantly chronicled the ways in which pop culture interacts with contemporary life, and his 2008 sculpture, Supernova, the focal point of the
Shops of Don Mills’ village common, is a classic case in point: an exploding star emitting scores of the 1950s-style modernist villas that were the
default residential mode of Don Mills’ early days as Canada’s first planned
community. Presently many are being replaced by bigger pricier homes
so Coupland’s supernova implosion was perhaps prophetic.

ATMOSPHERE

W

ord to the wise: Don’t bother asking the sales staff at
Atmosphere about where
you can find ice skates or footballs
or other “sports equipment” because
you’ll quickly learn that such stuff can
be sourced at their “sister company,”
SportsChek. Indeed, Atmosphere is a division of the sporting goods behemoth
but it’s focus in decidedly less competitive and distinctly more Canadian. Go on
their website, click “About Us,” and you’ll
quickly learn, if you didn’t already know,
“that Canada is one of the largest outdoor playgrounds in the world”—check—
and “that every Canadian should have
the opportunity to turn every trip to the
great outdoors into an escape from the
ordinary.” Check.
Atmosphere’s mission in life, or at least
its mission statement, is to provide its
Fellow Canadians all the gear necessary
to enjoy the Great Outdoors whether
they’re biking, hiking, canoeing, trekking,
mountain climbing, backpacking and
snorkeling. So if you’re in the market for
linen slacks or soft as silk leather slippers, it’s a no-go zone. But if you need a
nifty fleece jacket and hiking boots, Atmosphere is your place. Atmosphere has
just four locations in the entire GTA, and
one of them is at CF Shops at Don Mills,
so clearly the folks of Don Mills are not
only chic and trendy, they’re also hale
and hearty.
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he chef universally acknowledged to
be the creator of California cuisine
with its emphasis on fresh, seasonal,
organic and locally grown ingredients is Alice
Waters and her Berkeley, California restaurant, Chez Panisse, has long been a place of
pilgrimage for foodies from around the world.
Celebrity chef Rose Reisman’s CF Shops at
Don Mills’ restaurant Glow could well be its
kid sister. At Glow, Rose has crafted a menu
that showcases her lighter, fresher, healthier
“take” on the fine art of “eating clean, eating
right, doing it well.” A bright red beet is the
restaurant’s symbol and likely the inspiration
for its warm rich colour palette. Highlighting
the space’s striking décor is the Mille Fiori (a
thousand flowers) series, a signature work by
the renowned Seattle glass artist Dale Chihuly. But if the ambience is a visual feast, it’s
the fare that keeps patrons coming back for
more: No deep-frying and no heavy sauces
or dressing to mask flavours. At Rose’s place,
the food—fresh, unadulterated, local—speaks
for itself. Alice Waters would heartily approve.
Glow is perhaps further evidence of a California dreamin’ vibe alive and well and living
in Don Mills.
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